GED Science
90 Minutes | about 40 Questions | 2 Minutes per Question

40% Life Science
(about 16 questions)
- Human body and health
- Calories, photosynthesis
- Ecosystems, food chains, prey
- Cells, organs, body systems
- DNA, genetics, evolution

40% Physical Science
(about 16 questions)
- Heat and temperature
- Energy, motion
- Waves and light
- Speed, force, gravity
- Work, simple machines
- Matter and chemistry

20% Earth & Space Science
(about 8 questions)
- Earth’s systems and life on earth
- Air, ocean, and land, how they interact
- The universe, solar system, and planet Earth

Science Skills
- Understand science texts
- Interpret data, charts, & graphs
- Evaluate experiments & studies
- Draw conclusions from data
- Evaluate the evidence for conclusions in science
- Compare scientific findings
- Use science words, phrases, and symbols
- Understand and use science theories and processes